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Wide shot of characters standing
on the river bank.

Log Jammer. Danger Cone, and Road
Rash on one side of the river bank
while Porcuplant & Road Rash
stand across the river.  

Porcuplant: Are you turds going to
get over here or what? etc...

We’re just about to cut the cheese.

Open shot to see the bench with cake,
gifts and balloons.

Porcuplant: I mean cake. Cheesecake.
Rash: Yarrp yarrp!

Ragin’: I mean sure, Porcuplant. We wanna
come, but the bridge is too far!

Log: Too far for Log.
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Procuplant: Really? Well I thought you 
guys were thugh. Guess I was wrong...

Porcuplant: Come along Rash. These 
babies don’t want cake.

Log: Log want cake!

Danger: Me too! And fire! Ragin’: Now hold on! We’re not babies!
It’s just...y’know...the river of doom!!

Cut to a high view of the dangerous 
river below.
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Procuplant: I thought you were a crab, 
Ragin’. But I guess you;re really a mouse.

Ragin’: That’s it! We’re coming over!
Once we figure out how.

Danger: I’m going for it! yeehaawww!!
Danger cone leaps off the edge of the 

river bank.

Ragin’: Danger Cone! Nooooo!
 Danger Cone falling towards the river.

Danger lands on a big log in the river. Danger: Woo! Try it!!
He does the Log Driver’s Waltz

across the river.
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Suddenly Log Jammer throws himself 
off the edge.

Ragin’: Log Jammer! No!!! Log Jammer lands in the water.

He climbs onto a log in the river. Log: Mama? Is that you? Log farts and uses his fart to propel 
him through the river.
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Log continues to fart across the river. Action continues.... Action continues...

Cut to Log making it to the other side 
joining his friends. 

Porcuplant: Well Ragin’. Whats it gonna be?
Stink or swim?

Log climbs up and joins his friends. 

Ragin’ backs up for a running start.
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Continue action..... Ragin’ leaps off
Ragin’: yaaaahhhhhhh!!

Cut to wide shot of Ragin’ falling 
and splashing into the river.

Ragin’ climbs onto what seems like a tree log. Ragin’: See? I can ride a log too!
I’m hard as shell!

Porcuplant: Um. That’s not a log. I mean..
it is. But that’s not from a tree.
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Ragin’: Awww shhh- -cut to THE END


